[Is stent thrombosis the new Achilles heel of interventional cardiology? State of the Art clinical trials, causes and approaches for prevention].
Coronary stents are the mainstay of percutaneous coronary intervention. Stent thrombosis is a potentially catastrophic and often life-threatening complication. If it occurs it presents in up to 80% as myocardial infarction, about half of the affected patients die from this complication. The dual antiplatelet therapy has markedly reduced its occurrence. Today, stent thrombosis occurs in <1%, usually as a delayed event; but compared to bare metal stents the overall incidence has not increased in meta-analyses of randomized trials. The advent of drug-eluting stents (DES) has raised concerns regarding the occurrence of delayed stent thrombosis. Delayed arterial wall healing as well as prothrombotic characteristics of the drug eluting stent itself may contribute to stent thrombosis. In order to prevent stent thrombosis a standardized fixed dose antiplatelet therapy with ASA and clopidogrel is recommended. But, their efficacy depends on patient's individual characteristics such drug metabolism. Therefore, individual determination of platelet function in each patient undergoing stent implantation may help to avoid prothrombotic as well as bleeding complications.